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Hi, I need some help again, I tried to update my Wondershare dr.fone 10.2.1 to dr.fone 10.2.2 but I have failed. I have done a update but again, I fail. The phone is unable to update. Do you have any idea what should I do? 1.)Download the Wondershare dr.fone 10.2.2 update via Wondershare dr.fone 10.2.2 update which is now ready. 2.)Extract the update zip file and run the file “dr.fone 10.2.2
updater” and follow the instructions to complete the update. 3.)The update process will begin immediately and be completed once it’s done. 4.)After the update, turn off the phone and then turn it on. 5.)After it turns on, it will ask you to connect it to a computer. 6.)Click Connect and enter the default password. 7.)Then, drag the file “Data.SDK” from “/sdcard/DR-Fone/” to a computer. 8.)Check the
“Enable Access To SD Card” option and then press OK. 9.)Finally, connect the phone to the computer and the updated files will be extracted automatically. 10.)You can now finish the process to update your phone to dr.fone 10.2.2. thanks so much i appreciate it you save my life as i am working with dr.fone i really love it, but after 2 days my phone get stuck on update process. i have to restart the
phone every time before updating. if u can help to fix it so that it does not need to restart the phone after updating i will really appreciate it my dr.fone is getting stuck on update. I also tried to update my phone by using the latest download of dr.fone 10.2.2 and I am unable to complete the update process. I download the update zip file of 10.2.2 and then run the dr.fone updater and I get an error
message saying that the phone is unable to connect to a PC. It does not ask me to enter the password of my phone. I really appreciate your help. If you can help me to get my phone updated please do not hesitate to help 82157476af
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